
Free printable self-control worksheets: Version 2

Learn self-control by practicing the tips below:

Self-Soothing activities:
It is one of the techniques of

self-soothing activities in which you
keep a blanket or any soft texture to

soothe your sense of toughness, which
will make you calm. Anything that helps

you in soothing your 5 senses.

Turtle Technique:
Think before you speak and act: never

react impatiently to anything that
comes your way. Take time to react. Go

into your shell, don’t react, and after
thinking carefully, take action. Think

hard before deciding, just like a turtle;
think before you act.

Delay your reaction time:
Don’t react immediately if somebody is
even provoking you or if your trigger is
there. Simply take some time o�, think,

and then react or give your opinion.
The other way is to simply ask for time

if it is your opinion regarding some
decision that has to be made. Simply

take some time to gather your
thoughts.

Get rid of distractions:
If it’s bothering you, then the best way

to deal with the issue is to get rid of
anything that is bothering or disturbing
your attention. Declutter and then give

your attention to one thing. Always
remember one thing at a time.

Silly humor:
While it is not always possible to just
‘laugh your problems away, you can

often use humor to help you to take a
step back from your emotions if

somebody made fun of you and laugh it
away.

Maintain an Impulse Control Journal:
Write your thoughts in the Journal
whenever you need to control your

impulses.
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Stop and take a pause.
After you have faced a trigger, try to
stop and see what you can sense in

your body. Observe the physical
changes.

Exercise:
Go for a walk or a swim. Anything that
relaxes your mind and gives you peace
of mind. Physical exercise is essential;
running releases endorphins. Exercise
isn’t just good for the body. It also has a
powerful e�ect on mental well-being.
People who exercise regularly are
happier across the board. They’re also
less stressed, angry, anxious, and
depressed. It doesn’t matter what kind
of exercise you do, so long as you do it
regularly.
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